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Contemporary Christian Guide helps readers pursue their divine purpose when facing opposition.

If you suffer with the fear of failure, overcoming rejection and objections, and are unsure about your
God-given purpose, this book is for you. Simply Wisdom is a book of encouragement that is sure to help you
walk in your divine purpose!

April 27, 2009 - PRLog -- Simply Wisdom: Tid-Bits of Inspiration for Your Journey

Lewisville, TX- In today’s economy, the thought of starting your own business or pursuing your greatest
artistic passion suddenly appears as an impossible dream to many. While, success is often driven by the
need for more income, the sense of true purpose is a less common thought. In Simply Wisdom: Tid Bits of
Inspiration for Your Journey by Kennisha Hill, readers can learn how to redefine success through God’s
eyes by applying biblical principles to help inspire them to pursue their divine purpose.

As Kennisha illustrates, in her personal examples of rejection and opposition, struggling with such
distractions can hinder you from walking in your specific calling and prolong your journey to success.
Having experienced rejection from the Central Intelligence Agency, Kennisha has learned how to
distinguish between a life altering situation whose purpose was for a lesson to learn and submitting her will
to God that allows her to succeed far beyond what she would imagine.

Simply Wisdom: Tid Bits of Inspiration for Your Journey is sure to quench the thirsty heart’s need for
encouragement. Readers will be encouraged by Kennisha’s personal experiences as she overcame
objections such as fear of failure, opposition and rejection and they will be inspired to seek God about their
respective calling. 

"Simply Wisdom is simply a delightful read! On the pages of this inspirational devotional book, you'll find
personal stories wrapped in powerful principles to transform your everyday life. If you're seeking biblically
sound motivation in bite-size chunks, look no further than Simply Wisdom!"

-Dianna Hobbs
Founder and Editor-In-Chief, 
Empowering Everyday Women Online Magazine
www.eewmagazine.com

About the Author

Kennisha Hill is a dedicated Christian freelance writer and author. She has published in various online
magazines such EEW Magazine and She Loves God online magazine. She is also the Founder and
Editor-In-Chief of Marital Bliss Newsletter- a monthly e-newsletter that encourages couples to thrive in
their marriages. Kennisha currently resides in DFW, Texas and is happily married with two beautiful
children.

# # #

Simply Wisdom delivers timely articles and devotionals with the intent being to encourage you along your
journey. Simply Wisdom: Tid Bits of Inspiration for Your Journey is the first of the "Simply Wisdom"
series. To find out more information about the first series, please visit http://simply-wisdom.blogspot.com .
Simply Wisdom: Tid Bits of Inspiration for Your Journey will be released on May 11th. Pre-order your
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copy today!

--- End ---

Source Simply Wisdom Ministries
State/Province Texas
Country United States
Industry Inspiration, Career
Tags Inspiration, Purpose, Career, Faith, Christianity, Success, Journey
Link https://prlog.org/10225435
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